STATUS 350 & 355
Digital Antenna Systems

Launched in 1992 and still our most successful omni-directional antenna with its distinctive profile, high quality, powerful performance and versatility ensures it remains the market favourite.

Recent development of a new dipole array has further improved performance and reception whilst allowing us to lower the profile by deletion of the pinnacle.

There are two models designed for permanently fitted installations, the STATUS 350 for UHF TV only utilising the VP2 amplifier. The STATUS 355 with FM and DAB radio capabilities via the VP3 Amplifier.

- Designed for digital television signals & FM radio reception
- Receives horizontal and vertical signals through 360 degrees
- Incorporates a power amplifier with variable gain adjustment
- Standard fitting options, roof or mast mount with optional sucker mount
- Angle adjustable, allowing level mounting on a sloping surface
- Easily removable antenna dome

Frequency: TV 470-790 MHz
FM Radio 88-108 MHz
DAB Radio 175-230 MHz
Dimensions: 315dia x 180mm
VP2 Amplifier 115 x 45 x 29mm
VP3 Amplifier 157 x 45 x 29mm

STATUS 570 & 580
Digital Antenna Systems

Roof mounted amplified antenna with integrated mast
Powerful Digital UHF, FM & DAB performance
Integrated TV signal finder and amplifier specifically for mobile use
Incorporates signal gain adjustment and triple TV outlets
Dedicated radio outlet for FM and DAB radio
Height, direction & orientation fully adjustable from inside
Cants 90 degrees to receive vertical & horizontal signals
Combination winder handle and mast-mounted polarisation gauge
Compact design of the 570 allows installation in most over-head lockers
Very low profile, with head height of only 108mm

Frequency: TV 470-790 MHz
FM Radio 88-108 MHz (355 only)
DAB Radio 175-230 MHz
Dimensions: 412 x 348 x 108mm
Short Mast intrusion into locker 305-280mm
VP5 Amplifier & Signal Finder 157 x 45 x 29mm

STATUS 270
Digital Antenna System

Our latest design of omni-directional antenna with a lower profile, compact, lightweight, streamlined design utilising our latest most powerful dipole array. Designed around a narrow mounted mast, the STATUS 270 is ideal for camper conversions and narrow boats. To lower weight and contact with the mast we have produced our narrow based antenna to date.

The STATUS 270 is a permanently fitted antenna designed exclusively for the Digital TV.

- Ideal for competitive conversions
- Low aerodynamic profile
- Lightweight compact design
- Narrow streamlined mounting bolt
- Receiving horizontal and vertical signals through 360 Degrees
- Power amplifier with variable gain adjustment
- Easy to install with step-by-step instructions

Frequency: TV 470-790 MHz
FM Radio 88-108 MHz
DAB Radio 175-230 MHz
Dimensions: 270 x 285mm
Mounting Foot: 150 x 70mm
Height: Overall 136mm
Height: Foot 31mm
VP2 Amplifier: 115 x 46 x 29mm

STATUS 350 & 355
Digital Antenna Systems

Launched in 1992 and still our main customers most successful area directional antenna with its distinctive profile, high quality, powerful performance and versatility. An antenna that is market leader.

Features of the new generation have further improved performance and reception. The STATUS 350 & 355 have been designed to be more versatile and portable.

- Designed for digital television signals & FM radio reception
- Receives horizontal and vertical signals through 360 degrees
- Incorporates a power amplifier with variable gain adjustment
- Standard fitting options, roof or mast mount with optional sucker mount
- Angle adjustable, allowing level mounting on a sloping surface
- Easily removable antenna dome

Frequency: TV 470-790 MHz
FM Radio 88-108 MHz
DAB Radio 175-230 MHz
Dimensions: 315dia x 180mm
VP2 Amplifier 115 x 45 x 29mm
VP3 Amplifier 157 x 45 x 29mm

STATUS 270
Digital Antenna System

Our latest design of omni-directional antenna with a lower profile, compact, lightweight, streamlined design utilising our latest most powerful dipole array. Designed around a narrow mounted mast, the STATUS 270 is ideal for camper conversions and narrow boats. To lower weight and contact with the mast we have produced our narrow based antenna to date.

The STATUS 270 is a permanently fitted antenna designed exclusively for the Digital TV.

- Ideal for competitive conversions
- Low aerodynamic profile
- Lightweight compact design
- Narrow streamlined mounting bolt
- Receiving horizontal and vertical signals through 360 Degrees
- Power amplifier with variable gain adjustment
- Easy to install with step-by-step instructions

Frequency: TV 470-790 MHz
FM Radio 88-108 MHz
DAB Radio 175-230 MHz
Dimensions: 270 x 285mm
Mounting Foot: 150 x 70mm
Height: Overall 136mm
Height: Foot 31mm
VP2 Amplifier: 115 x 46 x 29mm

The Vision Plus Range of Antennas and accessories have developed into a proven range of quality, innovatively designed products representing great value for money. All supported with great customer service.

In 1992 we launched the first STATUS antenna and it’s been the market leading brand ever since.

The Vision Plus Range of Antennas and accessories have developed into a proven range of quality, innovatively designed products representing great value for money. All supported with great customer service.

For almost 30 years we have been supplying you with innovative, British Designed and Manufactured products.
**COMPACT 260 Digital Antenna**

A UHF directional antenna designed for outdoor and indoor use with a UHF DIN connector. 25mm diameter mast, high gain amplifier, the 260 provides impressing performance in signal areas. Being lightweight and compact and supplied complete with fitting bracket, suction pad base, pole or wall mount, it is the perfect solution for any indoor or outdoor use.

*For use with all the masts in the Vision Plus range or any 25 mm diameter mast.*

**IMAGE 440 Digital Antenna**

A complete antenna system combining:

- **IMAGE 440 UHF Digital Antenna**
- **Uni-Mast & soft adhesive mounting plate**
- **Four section telescopic mast & ground spike**
- **Flat wide window cable, connector & fly lead**

Frequency: UHF 470-790MHz
Dimensions: 410L x 330W x 45D mm
Coaxial Cable: 5 metres & plug

- Ideal for numerous horizontal profiles or any vertical surface using the self-adhesive plates supplied. Complete with mast system above can be used especially with small dual element mast.

**Jockey Wheel Mast**

I-screw mast system can be used and is ideal for numerous horizontal profiles or any vertical surface using the self-adhesive plates supplied. Complete with mast system above can be used especially with small dual element mast.

**Uni-Mast**

A mast mounted bracket that works on any 25mm diameter mast and is compact yet provides powerful performance.

**Telescopic Mast**

The four section mast can be used in conjunction with any dual element mast and is the perfect companion where space is limited.

**External TV Sockets**

Moves the connection of an external antenna and or cable to an internal TV panel. Antennas are selected from the weather by a larger room Complete with a weather cover.

**Electronic Radio Antenna**

On a vehicle, telescopic radio antenna is designed for use with any vehicle, a car radio to receive DAB transmissions for the car. A small internal aerial is supplied. Suitable for both 12v and 240v.

**IMAGE 430 Digital Antenna**

A UHF directional antenna designed for outdoor and indoor use. 25mm diameter mast, light weight, compact and supplied complete with fitting bracket, suction pad base, pole or wall mounting, it is the perfect solution for any outdoor use.

*For use with all the masts in the Vision Plus range or any 25 mm diameter mast.*

**IMAGE 420 Digital Antenna**

The IMAGE 420 semi-enclosed dipole antenna exploits a practical and powerful performance, compact and aesthetically pleasing, with a powerful performance.

*For use with all the masts in the Vision Plus range or any 25 mm diameter mast.*

**IMAGE 630 Digital Antenna System**

A complete antenna system combining:

- **IMAGE 430 UHF Digital Antenna**
- **Uni-Mast & soft adhesive mounting plate**
- **Four section telescopic mast & ground spike**
- **Flat wide window cable, connector & fly lead**

Frequency: UHF 470-790MHz
Dimensions: 350 x 165 x 70mm
Coaxial Cable: 5 metres & plug

- Compact yet provides powerful performance.
- Our 14 element log periodic design is compact yet provides powerful performance.
- Ideal for numerous horizontal profiles or any vertical surface using the self-adhesive plates supplied. Complete with mast system above can be used especially with small dual element mast.

**Jockey Wheel Mast**

I-screw mast system can be used and is ideal for numerous horizontal profiles or any vertical surface using the self-adhesive plates supplied. Complete with mast system above can be used especially with small dual element mast.

**Uni-Mast**

A mast mounted bracket that works on any 25mm diameter mast and is compact yet provides powerful performance.

**Telescopic Mast**

The four section mast can be used in conjunction with any dual element mast and is the perfect companion where space is limited.

**Portable Digital Televisions**

Specially designed for mobile use, our TVs represent proven quality, lightweight and compact design, combined with great customer service and ease of use.

- VP4
- VP5
- VP6

- Lightweight and compact design
- Very low power consumption
- Non-reflective Screen
- Digital FREEVIEW HD receiver
- Built-in Free-To-Air HD Satellite Receiver
- Three-year guarantee
- Wide viewing angels
- VESA Wall mount facility

**TV Digital Amplifiers**

A range of digital wide band amplifiers designed with high gain and low noise capabilities for optimum performance in areas impaired reception. All non-amplified antennas.

**Television Wall Brackets**

A complete range of four, five, six, eight, ten, twelve and fourteen Universal wall brackets designed with maximum security for your TV.
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